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U. S. Nuclear Regulate ry Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report'from Byron Cienerating Station is being
transmitted to you as a Supplemental Report.

This report is number 89-001-01; Docket No. 50-455.

Sincerely,

&j / ]|t. --
*

R.' Pleniewicz [''Station Manager ,

Byron Nuclear Power Stetion

RP/bb-

Enclosure: Licensee Event Report No. 89-001-01
,

cc A.'Bert Davit., NRC Region III Administrator
W. Kropp, NRC Senior Resident Inspector
INPO Record Center
CECO Distribution List
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k, LICENSEE E fENT REPORT (LER) .

Fonn Fev 2 0
f acility Name (1) Docket Number (2) Paoe (3)

* Byron. Unit 21 01 51 0l 01 01 41 51 5 1|of!0|5~

kI#I'
I'NADVERTENT SAFETY INJECTION DURING DIESEL
GENERATOR OPERABILITY SURVEILLANCE DUE TO PROCEDURAL INADE0VACY

Event Qte (5) LER Number (6) Report Date (7) Other facilities Involved (B)
Month Day Year Year /// Sequential

/j/j/
/ Revision Month Day Year Fat 414tv Names Docket Numberb)77f j///// Nanber Number

NONE O! 51 01 Of 01 l I
Di 2 11 1 Bl 9 e l ') 010l1 011 018 2 12 8I9 01 51 01 01 01 | l'

~ ~

#
OPERATING

(Check one or more of the foilowino) (11)
6 20.402(b) 20.405(c) .1 50.73(a)(2)(iv) _ 73.71(b)_

POWER 20.405(a)(1)(i) 50.36(c)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.71(c)_ _ _

LEVEL

|0|
_ 20.405(a)(1)(ii) ._._ 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vii) _ Other (Specify_

(101 0 0 20.405(a)(1)(iii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) in Abstract_ _

////////////////////////// _ 20.405(a)(1)(iv) ._ 50.73(a)(2)(ii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) below and in
* * ' * */ // ~ ~ '~

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)
Name TELEPHONE NUMBER

18 | 115 l{ 13 la 1 -l Sl 4l di 1]
AREA CODE

R. r1ahlve. Technical Staff Surervisor Ext. 2243 m

_ COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COM 0 N FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)
CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE

TURER TO NPRDS TURER TO NPRDS
X El F l Rl LI Y' WI11210 Y l l l l I | |

| | | | | 1 I I | | | | | I
SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Expected Menth I Dav l Year

Submission

lyes (If ves. complete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) X l NO I | ||"

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e, approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On February 11, 1989 at approximately 1240, with Byron Unit 2 in Mode 6. a safety injection (SI) actuation'

of Train A and B equipment occurred during the performance of a Diesel Generator Operability Surveillance.
Actuation of B Train equipment was expected during the surveillance, but the A Train actuation was
unanticipated. The inadvertent SI signal was generated when the required 2 of 3 coincidence was satisfied
for Containment Pressure High. One high pressure signal was generated by Instrument Maintenance personnel,
who were testing pressure channel 935. Channel 934 generated a high pressure signal when its instrument
pc.er bus was deenergized during the surveillance test. This cccurred because the instrument bus was
supplied by a constant voltage transfonner frem a bus thet was intentionally deenergized during the
surveillance procedure. The only unexpected automatic equipment actuations that occurred wers the 2A-

Centrifugal Charging Pump and the ZA Diesel Generator. All other equipment was either running or in
pull-to-lock. The surv.eillance was successfully completed later on February 11, 1989.

The root cause of the $1 was inadequate precautions in the surveillance procedure. Because of this
,

': deficiency, operating personnel involved in this event did not recognize that the instrument bus would t:e
deenergized during the surveillance test.

The procedures used to perform the Diesel Generator Oper4:bility Test will be revised to require
.

consideration of instrument inverter status. This LER will be placed in the licensed operator ream W
reading proprat. *

There have been no previous occurrences of similar events.

(0415R/0051R) I
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; LTEENSEE EVENT REFORT (LER) TEXT ECNVINUA7 ION "ormRev2.0| I

L FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) __J.ERNUkBER(6) Pace (3)
Year // Sequential /jj/ Revision/

f ;
fj/ Number /// Number

'

/ '

_ Byron. Unit 2 0 | 51010 l 0141515 8I9 - Ol0l1 - 011 01 2 0F 01 5
. TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

A. PLANT CONDITIONS PRIOR TO EVENT:

Event Date/ Time 2/11/89 / 1240

Unit 2 MODE 6 __Befuelino Rx Power 0% RCS (AB) Temperature / Pressure O PSIG / BS' f

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENr: '

On February 11. 1989 at approximately 1240. during the performance of Technical Staff 18 Month Diesel
Generator Operability Surveillance (2Bv5 8.1.1.2.f-14) a safety injectfon actuation (SI) occurred on both
A and B Engir.eered Stfety Features (ESF) (JE] trains. A safety injection actuation of the Diesel Generator
(EK) and the Safeguards Seouencer (JE) on B train was expected during the performance of this surveillance,
but the A train SI was unanticipated.

This surveillance (2EVS 8.1.1.2.f-14) is performed to satisfy the requirements of Byron Technical
Specification 4.B.I.l.2.f.6. for B train ESF equipment, by simulating a loss of ESF Bus Voltage concurrent
with an $1 actuation test signal. To accomplish this the following activities are performed:

1. All B train ESF pumps are started and left running.

2. Test switches on degraded voltage relay 427 B242Y are opened which simulate a degraded voltage
condition on ESF Bus 242 (EB).

.

3. At 310 seconds ( 30 seconds) Air Circuit Breakers (ACB) 2421, 2422 and 2424 trip, deenergizing
ESF Bus 242.

4 All B train ESF pumps are shed from ESF Bus 242.

S. As soon as the ESF Bus is deenergized, an SI is initiated by manually actuating relays K6DB and
K611 in auxiliary electric panel, 2PA10J.

6. The 28 Diesel Generator (DG), auto starts and reenergizes EST Bus 242.

7 The B trai.. Safeguards Sequenrer, starts and sessences B train ESF equipment back onto
ESF Bus 242.

.

8. The loads on the 2B DG are transferred to of fsite power and the surveillance is terminated.

The surveillance activities progressed as planned until ESF Bus 242 was deenergized in step 3 tabove).
At that point, all pumps were shed from the ESF Bus and the manual SI to the 2B Diesel Generator and the
Safeguards Sequencer was initiated. However, conc"rrent with the manual (planned) SI, an inadvertent
SI signal was generated on both A and B train when ESr Bus 242 was deenergized.

.
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L2CENSEE EVENT REPORT ( MR) TEXV CONIANUAVION form Ree 2.0
FACILITY NAME (1): DOCKET NUPEER (2) LER NtMBER f 6) Paoe (3)

Year /// Sequential
j////jj

Revision/

//j/j Number
f*

/ Numbe=-

bron. Unit 2 0l5101010141515 Bl9 - O l 0 l'1 - 0I 1 DI 3 Or DL5
. TEXT L Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the tent as (XX)

B. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT CONTINUED:

Tte inadvertent SI signal was generated when the required actuation logic was satisfied for CONTAINMENT
MES$URE HIGH (two of three coincidence). This logic was made up by two events which appeared to be
independent of the surveillance activities. These events were:

Instrument Maintenance personnel (non-licensed) were performing instrument time response testing and
had containment pressure channel 935 (EF) in TEST.

Instrument Bus 214 IEF), normally powered by instrument inverter 274, was being powered by ESF Bus
242 through a constant voltage transformer due to an out-of-service (005) condition on instrument
inverter 214. This instrument bus provifies power to containment pressure channel 934 (protection
Chanr,el IV).

When the undervoltage condition caused ESF Bus 242 to deenergize, instrument bus 214 was also deenergized
causing a trip condition on Containment Pressure channel 934 This condition, in conjunction with channel
935 for Containment pressure being in TEST, satisfied the 2 out of 3 logic required for an SI.
Shift personnel responded using appropriate operating procedures.

Subsequent to the inadvertent SI, the 2B DG output breaker, ( ACB 2423), did not close. This prevented the
2B Diesel Generator from reenergizing the ESF Bus 242. This condition also left instrument bus 214 and the

' B Train Saf eguard Sequencer deenergized. Without a sovrce of power, the B train Sequencer was unable to
respond te the $1 signal and no B Train ESF equipment, except the 2B DG, automatically started.

Investigation into the failure _ of the DG output breaker to close, revealed that a contact on 2B Diesel
Generator auxiliary relay DG2BX [EK) failed to make up, preventing auxiliary relay DG2BX1 f rom energizing,
With this relay deenergized, the logic required to close the Diesel Generator ouput breaker was not
satisfied and the breaker did not close.

'A review of the control board by the Nuclear Station Operator (NS0) (licensed reactor operator) following
the SI, confirmed that no B train equipment had automatically started except the 20 DG. This review also
indicated that the 2A DG and the 2A Centrifugal Charging Pump (CV) [CB) also auto started. All other A
train equipment was either running prior to the event, or was in pull-to-lock due to other tiode 6 operation

| requirements. After assessing the situation, and after receiving concurrence from the Shift Engineer
(licensed senior reactor operator), the NSO proceeded to shut down unneeded equipment and to restore enr-a1
plant conditions per operating procedures.

.

At approximately 1600 on February 11, 1989, with the plant conditions restored to normal and the causes of
the event corrected, surveillance 2BVS 8.1.1.2.f-14 was reentered. The testing activities progressed
without further incident and the surveillance was successfully completed.

Throughout this event the 2B Diesel Generator was not required to be operable. All operator actions taur

during this event were correct. Except for tne above mentioned components, no systems er components -ora
inoperable that contributed to tM s event. This event is reportable in accordance with

10CFR50.73(a)(2)('v) due to the automatic ESF actuations.

.
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LICENSET.,EVEWT REPORT ftEF) TEXT U)NTINUATION Form h v 2 1
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) Lfo NUMBER (6) Pace i3)

// Sequential ,/ /,/ Revision
,//,/,

Year
j

/ Number /// Number j i

Bsron. Unit 2 01510 l 010 l dl 515 8I9 - 010l1 - O l1 01 4 0F O! 5 I

TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as IKX) I
i

C. CAUSE Or EVENT:

The intermediate cause for the inadvertent Safety Injection was the deenergitation of instrument bus 214
concutrent with testing on one channel of containment pressure. The root cause of the inadvertent Safety
Injection was inadequate precautions in procedure IBV5 8.1.1.2.f-14. The procedure did not caution that an
E5r action could occur when Bus 242 is deenergized if any protection channels are being tested. The
operating personnel involved in this event did not recognize that when ESF Bus 242 was deenergized
instrument bus 214 and protection channel IV would also be deenergized. Had this fact been noted, it would
also have been recognized that testing on containment pressure was not compatible with the surveillance
activities in procedure ZBV5 8.1.1.2.f-14 and this event would have been prevented.

The immed; use of the Diesel Generator output breaker failing to close was the failure of the
,

aux 2ry re1ay DG2BX. A dirty contact was found on this relay. After cleaning the relay functioned
' adequately.

D. SAFETY ANALYSIS:

There were no safety consequences as a result of the inadvertent SI. The reactor vessel head was not
installed thus eliminating the possibility of any overpressurization. Had this event occurred with the
reactor vessel head installed, the overpressurization protection system was available to provide its
intended safety function.

There were no safety consequences as a result of the IB Diesel Generator output breaker f ailing to close.
The ZA Diesel Generator was f ully operable during this event, and as evidenced by the results of the A
train Safety Injection, was capable of performing its intended safety function. This surveillance is only
perf omed during modes 5 and 6 when just one Diesel Generator is required to be operable.

The limiting v yse for the 2B Diesel Generator f ailure would have been if the ZA Diesel Generator was
inoperable when the 2B Diesel Generator f ailed. In this case AC power could have been supplied to Bus 242
through the cross ties to the Unit 1 Diesel Generators.

E. C0FFECTIVE ACTIONS:

The f ellnwing re rective eeties were taken and are riamed to preve-t re ccurrence ef this es ent.

A caution will be placed in the 1/2BV5 8.1.1.2.f-14 and 1/2BV5 8.1.1.2.f-13 procedures to warn of possible.

E5r actuation with any protection channels in TEST. The caution will also instruct that the status of
instrument inverters be evaluated prior to performance of the surveillance. Action Item Record (AIR)
454-225-99-0073 is tracking the completion of this activity.

When the instrument inverters are taken out-ef-service, power is supplied to the instrument buses through
the constant voltage transformers. A note han been placed in the Electrical Distribution Book which states
" INTERRUPTING POWER TO THE CONSTANT VOLTAGE XrMR CAN CAUSE ESF ACTUATION" This boek is available for
review prior to taking electrical equipment out-of. service.

.
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LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) TEXT @N7JJMATJON Form Ree 2.0.
FACILITY NAME (1)

.

DOCKET NUMBER (2) LER NUMBER (6) Pace (3)
Year /// Sequential / Revision

j////j/jjj/j Number
*

// Number

Bvroni Unit 2 0 i $ 1 0 1 0 1 0 l 41 51 5 819 - 01011 - 0-|1 ' 01 5 l 0F Of 5
TERT Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

E. CDRRECTIVE ACTIONS CONTINUED:

The DG2BX ausiliary relay contacts were cleaned. Af ter investigation, it was determined that in. order to 1

. prevent recurrence of the auwiliary relay f ailure, the contact should be tested quarterly. This testing.
will verify contact closure and will be performed in Byron Operating Surveillance 1/2B05 3.2.1-806 and - i

1/2 B05 3.2.1-816. Byron Station Commitment Records 454-251-89-16300 and 454-251-89-16400 are tracking
this commitment. k

'The account of this event will be placed in the Licensed Operator required readit,g program for ~
dissemination to all license holders.

F. PECURRING EVENTS SEARCH AND ANALYSIS:
I

There have been other unintentional Safety injection Actuations at Byron Station, but this is the
first tine that an inadvertent $1 was caused by an instrument bus being deenergized.

There are no previous occurrences to the DG output breaker failing to c~ose.

G. COMPONENT FAltURE DATA:

MANUFACTURER NOMENCLA?URE MODEL NUMBER MFG PART NUMEER

Westinghouse relay AR2 ST No. 1456CBBA01

A review of the NPRDS data base, and Byron's Work Request system revealed several failures as a result of
dirty contacts. However, sufficient evidence to establish a trend was not found.

l

.
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